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Director’s
Welcome
Hello and welcome to ‘Flourish’! Our first year as an
independent charity has been very exciting – we hosted
a total of 32 events, attended by 1590 participants and
supported by 76 volunteers as we continued to build
friendships across diverse faith and belief traditions,
share dialogue and work together with friends and
partners concerned with the promotion of interfaith
relations in Glasgow.
During Interfaith Week 2016 over 100 faith leaders and community
representatives attended our launch event at Glasgow City Chambers
hosted by the Lord Provost and many signed our Interfaith Declaration.
We were encouraged at the interest shown in our work by MPs,
MSPs and local councillors and we will continue to build on these
relationships in the future.
There have been points over the last year when local, national, and
international events have provided a challenge to those working in
interfaith relations. In spite of this, we have witnessed an increased
commitment amongst faith communities and wider society to work
together, to engage with difficult issues and to build friendships across
divides. We believe that continued interfaith dialogue is the key to a
resilient, peaceful and flourishing Glasgow.
We’d like to take this opportunity to thank all those who have
supported our work during this exciting period: Glasgow’s faith
communities; our amazing volunteers; our dedicated Board of Trustees;
our funders; our partners and of course, our hard working staff team.
Thank you all!
Lynnda Wardle, Acting Director, June 2017

A Word of Thanks
from our Chair
Interfaith Glasgow became an independent charity in May 2016, however
it was not created overnight.
I wish to record my thanks to
the many who helped in the
development and creation of the
organisation. These are:
• The Board of Interfaith
Scotland and Director,
Dr Maureen Sier, who saw that
there could be space in the
already diverse world of
interfaith activities in Glasgow
for a locally governed,
coordinating body;
• The Scottish Government
(through the Voluntary Action
Fund) for funding its
development;
• Dr Rose Drew, who as the
Project Manager led the project
on to become an independent
charity and became our first
Director;
• The Advisory Group, who
oversaw the project and have
become the charity’s founding
Board;
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• All the staff, sessional workers
and volunteers who have
contributed so much to our
work, but especially Michael
Wilson and Lynnda Wardle who
have held the roles of acting
Project Manager and Acting
Director, during Rose’s
maternity leave.
I was very humbled when my
colleagues on the Board asked
me to be the founding chairman
and I hope I have been able
to meet at least some of their
aspirations. As you will see from
the rest of this publication we
have accomplished an enormous
amount and are continuing to
make a positive impact on the
interfaith scene in Glasgow and
beyond.
Philip Mendelsohn,
Chair, June 2017
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Who we are

Interfaith Glasgow is (as of May 2016) an independent, locally
governed charity dedicated to the advancement of interfaith
relations in Glasgow.
Our small staff team is directed
by our board of trustees and
supported by a fantastic
group of volunteers. The board
of trustees is comprised of
members of Glasgow’s diverse
faith communities – individuals
who are well-integrated within
their communities and who are
enthusiastic about promoting
positive interfaith engagement.

Interfaith Glasgow Board

Interfaith Glasgow Staff
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Lynnda Wardle, Acting Director
Mohamed Omar, Weekend Club Project Officer
Magdalen Lambkin, Development Officer
Kemal Okan, Project Worker
Rose Drew, Director (not pictured)

What we do
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BACK ROW: Lynnda Wardle (Acting Director),
Philip Mendelsohn (Jewish, Chair), Anthony
Allison (Christian – Roman Catholic,
Treasurer), James Gillies (Baha’i), Rev Roy
Henderson (Christian – Church of Scotland)
Not pictured: Emma Leighton (Buddhist)

Friendship-building

Our work focuses on three (often
overlapping) forms of engagement:

Through social gatherings of
various kinds we bring people
of all ages together to meet
their neighbours from diverse
backgrounds, so that through
familiarity and shared
experience bonds of friendship
are built that help to overcome
fear and suspicion.

Faith and belief dialogue

Practical co-operation

We aim to promote and facilitate constructive engagement
between people of diverse faiths and beliefs – religious and
non-religious – so as to help create a better-connected, safer,
and more harmonious city for all.

Believing that “Interfaith is for
Everyone” we organise a range
of events and activities so that
we can bring people together
in ways that appeal to their
interests, allowing them to
connect more deeply with other
individuals and communities so
as to add value to their lives –
and the lives of others.

FRONT ROW: (from left to right) Manjula
Math (Hindu), Ruby Bhopal (Sikh), Abdul
Aziz (Muslim), Cedric Blakey (Christian –
Episcopal), Safa Yousef (Vice-Chair)

We seek to create spaces for
people to be open with each
other about values they cherish
and to share their deepest held
beliefs and practices, allowing
mutual understanding and trust
to deepen.

Identifying contexts where
people from different faith and
belief traditions can connect with
those from other communities
around issues of common
concern in order to work together
to tackle shared problems.
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FRIENDSHIP BUILDING

“Flourishing into the Future”
Annual Networking Event
Interfaith Glasgow’s first networking event as an independent charity was held in
September 2016 and was well supported by a cross section of faith communities as
well as non-religious friends.
communities who continue to
This year we decided to ask our
have a positive impact in our city.
community what they thought
the focus of our
Participants had
an opportunity
work should be
So many great ideas
going into the
to socialise at
and ways to connect
grassroots level as
future as an
well as a platform
independent
with diverse Glasgow.
organisation.
to contribute
and share ideas giving them a
Participants worked in small
stake in the future of interfaith
hubs and generated some
relations in our city.
wonderful ideas for future
interfaith events and projects,
some of which we have included
in our funding proposals for
the coming year, including
ideas for working with young

A very good event,
prompting thought and
a sense of (community)
ownership of Interfaith
Glasgow.

Beautifully organised,
lovely venue, clear
warm hosts.
people, developing Interfaith
Week and more work with faith
communities on protecting
the environment. It was
inspiring to hear about the local
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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FRIENDSHIP BUILDING

Interfaith Community Meals
For a third year running, our Project Worker, Kemal Okan has been busy working with
diverse faith communities to help them host interfaith community meals.
their children in Scotland to be
Just a few days before the
Muslim and Scottish and Iraqi!”
start of the fasting month of
Ramadan, the Shia Muslim
Kemal teamed up with our
Ahl-al Bayt Society welcomed
Development Officer, Magdalen,
guests from Christian, Jewish,
to provide a community meal for
Muslim (Sufi, Sunni, Shia) Pagan
participants of an open
and non-religious
Scriptural Reasoning
backgrounds to share
event on the theme of
a Middle Eastern meal. Sharing food
Participants discussed with interfaith “Welcoming Refugees,”
held at the University of
the significance of
friends feels
Strathclyde Chaplaincy
fasting in different
Centre. This gave people
faith traditions, as
wonderful!
an opportunity to relax
well as taking some
and get to know one another
time to get to know one another.
after participating in a series
One participant said how much
of short, yet challenging textthey appreciated a conversation
centred dialogues.
with a Muslim couple: “I’m still
thinking of how they raised
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Interfaith Glasgow worked
with Wallacewell Church to
welcome guests from various
faith backgrounds including
Christian, Muslim (Sunni, Sufi,
Shia), Baha’i, Rastafarian and
non-religious backgrounds
to share a vegetarian meal
prepared by a local Sikh
restaurant. The topic for
discussion was hospitality
and after the meal, tours of
the centre were available for
participants who wanted to
learn more about the vibrant
community at Wallacewell.
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DIALOGUE

Scriptural
Reasoning
Dialogue between Jews,
Christians and Muslims
Scriptural Reasoning is a method of dialogue endorsed by prominent religious leaders
around the world as well as popular among grassroots communities. It was designed
to appeal to Muslims, Christians and Jews – whether they are conservative or liberal –
through a practice that gives centre stage to their sacred texts.
Participants from all walks
of life have been meeting in
Glasgow since the Autumn of
2014 and there’s a wonderful
atmosphere of honesty,
friendship and frequent laughter
when they come together. They

sit in small groups, sharing
with one and other how they
“reason” with the text, applying
it to modern life. The texts are
selected along a common theme,
story or figure from these
Abrahamic faiths. Dialogue

then reveals the differences as
well as the similarities between
and within the traditions.
Importantly the aim is not for
participants to agree but to
grow in their understanding of
each other.

Open Scriptural Reasoning
Dialogue for everyone
Following interest from people
from other faith traditions and
none, we have continued to
hold special ‘open’ Scriptural
Reasoning events including
other traditions and open to all.
During Scottish Interfaith Week
2016 we departed from scripture
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

to explore media depictions of
Atheism, Islam and Judaism
(see p16), and, in March 2017,
speakers from Christian, Jewish
and Humanist perspectives
introduced texts on the theme
of “Welcoming Refugees”. Both
events were over-subscribed

showing a real appetite for
in-depth dialogue on challenging
themes.
If you are interested in being
involved contact Magdalen at

development@interfaithglasgow.org
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DIALOGUE

Sharing Stories:
Headcoverings Uncovered
Headcoverings such as headscarves, dastars (turban) and veils are a feature of
many religions including Sikhism, Islam and Christianity. The issue of what women
wear has been heavily politicised over recent years and women are often subject to
suspicion, criticism and even abuse because they cover - or don’t cover - their heads.
and funny – about the personal
As part of Islam Awareness Week
This storytelling project brought
2017, the women shared their
and religious significance of
together 9 women volunteers
stories at an intimate, informal
from Muslim, Sikh and Christian
headcoverings, the choices they
dialogue event for members of
have made and the
backgrounds to work
the public, which was successful
ways in which strangers,
together in developing
It has been
family and friends have
in challenging preconceptions
their personal stories
in a spirit of openness. One
reacted
to
them.
They
about headcoverings.
a great open
participant said, “This is the first
Not all the women cover
built up their skills and
space, very
time I’ve heard a woman who
confidence working with
their hair, but they each
special
and
storyteller Mara Menzies
wears the face-veil speak – so
had made a conscious
thank you.”
- who is of Kenyan and
choice and had a
unique.
valuable contribution
Scottish descent, and
to make. Over the course of 4
who was able to share
I learned that my fear can be
workshops they got to know
her own experiences of
countered by interacting with
wearing traditional African
one another, and grew in trust
and friendship as they shared
headcoverings.
curiosity.
stories that were both painful
7
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Faith to Faith
Monthly Dialogue Events
with St Mungo Museum of
Religious Life and Art
We have teamed up with St Mungo
Museum of Religious Life and Art
to plan a new series of events titled
“Faith to Faith,” covering topical issues
relating to religion and society.
These informal dialogue events
will include invited speakers on
a range of topics and will take
place on a Sunday afternoon
each month from 2-4 pm. An
initial 6 month programme will
be run in partnership with St
Mungo Museum beginning in
September 2017. Events will be
free and open to all – whether
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Saeed, researcher
There is a need and teacher of Arabic
and Islamic Studies;
for this kind of
James Gillies, Voice
forum to explore Actor and Baha’i
and understand member of the Board
of Interfaith Glasgow;
each
belief
with
and Dr Sabahat
‘Faith to Faith: Why
Rabbani, GP, all gave
Fast?’ was the pilot
respect.
us much to consider.
for this new series. As
They each spoke with warmth
Ramadan 2017
and humour, sharing their
approached,
personal experiences of fasting,
members of
including both the challenges
the public were
and the benefits. Participants
invited to come
and listen to
also offered fantastic ideas for
topics to explore at future Faith
speakers from
to Faith events - the programme
the Muslim and
Baha’i faiths
due to begin in September 2017
is already shaping up to be
and together
exciting and diverse!
discuss what
fasting means
to them. Sohaib
you are religious or
not, you will be equally
welcome! Please
check our website or
Facebook page for
details.
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DIALOGUE

Festivals Exchange
Our popular Festivals Exchange
Programme is now in its second
year. Last year, visitors from
diverse backgrounds – religious
and non-religious – were
welcomed to celebrations of
Bandhi Chhor Divas at Glasgow
Gurdwara, Christmas Eve at
Gorbals Parish Church, and
Mawliid al-Nabi at Zia-UlQuran Mosque. Participants
deeply appreciated these unique

opportunities to observe and
experience first-hand religious
festivals that mean so much to
their neighbours of other faiths.
At the end of each festival
visit, there is a dialogue session
in which Festivals Exchange
guests share their experiences
of the festival and have the
opportunity to ask questions
about what they have witnessed.

Jewish Passover Seder
Garnethill Synagogue, April 2017
Garnethill Synagogue welcomed
guests from diverse backgrounds
to a special Passover Seder. The
Seder is a ritual feast that marks
the beginning of the Jewish
holiday of Passover and involves
a retelling of the story of the
liberation of the Israelites from
slavery in ancient Egypt.
Guests were given a tour of
the Synagogue and the Seder
proceedings were led by
Eddie Binnie of the Garnethill
Synagogue who acted as our
guide to the symbolic foods,
9

prayers, songs and readings
that form part of this important
Jewish festival. Attendees were
given the opportunity to join
in at various times giving the
event a warm and uplifting
atmosphere.

Thank you for welcoming us to Garnethill
Synagogue… We enjoyed the musical meal amidst
welcoming company… we hope you will also join us
at our mosque for our Eid open service. Wa salam.
FLOURISHING THROUGH DIALOGUE
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Homam: A Hindu Fire Ritual
Hindu Temple of Scotland, Rutherglen, May 2017
service concluded by carrying
The Hindu Temple of Scotland
Sri Subramanya in a ceremonial
opened its doors to welcome
procession out of the temple
delegates from Interfaith
indicating to the devotees
Glasgow to observe a traditional
that the Deities are accessible
service celebrating the 4th
to everyone.
anniversary of the
Participants from
consecration of the
various backgrounds
God Sri Subramanya, Everyone was
including Jewish,
along with his
incredibly
Muslim, Jain,
consorts, Goddess
kind and
Catholic, NonValli and Goddess
welcoming. It
religious and Hindu
Devayani (pictured
above).
was a fascinating (including a group
belonging to the
ceremony with
Hindu Mandir in
Sacred hymns
really good food Glasgow’s West
from the Vedas,
the ancient Hindu
and conversation End) particularly
appreciated
scriptures, were
afterwards.
sharing food and
chanted while Sri
conversation with members of
Subramanya was bathed before
the Hindu Temple of Scotland
a sacred fire was generated into
which offerings were made. The
after the service.
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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CO-OPERATION

Weekend Club
An interfaith response to the social
isolation experienced by “New Scots”
Our volunteer-led Weekend Club has gone from
strength to strength, delivering fun, welcoming events
for refugees, asylum seekers and new migrants every month.
Each month’s event is themed
so as to introduce newcomers
to aspects of Scottish life and
history, as well as helping
them get to know Glasgow and
Scotland better and improve
their English. Meanwhile,
creative activities are provided
to keep children happy and
engaged. This helps combat
the social isolation experienced
by refugees, asylum seekers
and new migrants, particularly
at weekends.

countries including: Syria, Iran,
Iraq, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Libya, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan,
Poland, Eritrea and Somalia.
Participants are welcomed to
share aspects of their culture
and heritage, one highlight being
an impromptu Syrian dance

during our Burns Night Ceilidh.
The Weekend club has also
given some participants their
first experience of being in
the Scottish countryside with
a trip to Mugdock Park, and
of the theatre, when a group

As news has spread – largely
by word of mouth – numbers
at each event have multiplied,
growing from 45 participants
at our “International Food Day”
in July 2016 to over 100 at our
Mother’s Day event exploring
motherhood in diverse cultures
in March 2017. Events are truly
international with participants
coming from a large spread of
11
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were taken to see their first
panto thanks to support from
the Citizen’s Theatre. At each

More talk, more
happiness, love to
be here.
event participants have shared
a delicious, free meal together
and gained valuable experiences
and confidence to help them
feel welcome and at home in
Glasgow.

An Interfaith
Volunteer Group
None of this would be possible
without the support, talents, and
creativity of our fantastic team

of volunteers who have been
trained in working with refugees
and asylum seekers. They work
together to plan and deliver
each event and always take time
to talk with the participants.
Coming from diverse
backgrounds including Christian,
Muslim (Sunni and Shia), Sikh
and non-religious, they all
make a unique contribution.

Exemplifying the enthusiasm
generated by the Weekend Club
events, four of our volunteers
are themselves refugees and
asylum seekers who started out
attending and subsequently

I like seeing my children
happy, loved the
activities and talking
to people.
decided to join the volunteer
team. Supporting and developing
our volunteers is a crucial part
of this project and so in May
2017, with support from outdoor
charity Backbone, volunteers
were taken on a residential
weekend to Glenfeshee for
some team-building fun and
adventure! The impact of the trip
was huge, one volunteer told us
“I’ve never done anything like
this. It was something else!”

WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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Food Justice
Interfaith Food Justice Network
The Interfaith Food Justice Network is a movement of
over forty local groups and organisations in and around
Glasgow, working at the forefront of tackling food poverty.
Coming from diverse backgrounds, they seek to support
each other’s work in their shared goal of food justice for all.
The Interfaith Food Justice
Groups in the network provide
Network is supported by
food banks, soup kitchens,
community
Interfaith Glasgow
in partnership
cafés and meals,
community gardens
with Faith in
Awesome!
Community Scotland’s
and cookery classes,
Really enthused Transformation Team,
and campaign for
a fairer, more just
who together host
by the amount
bi-annual networking
food system. Those
of work going
events and service
involved include
on in Glasgow.
meetings of the
Christians, Muslims,
Sikhs, Buddhists,
network’s vibrant
“Development Group.”
Humanists and
This group has met regularly
many Non-religious people – and
since January 2017, working
all involved in this important
work are welcome.
together to take forward the
aims of the network. They have
promoted the Interfaith Food
Declaration (see page
I see mosques, gurdwaras, Justice
14), collaborated with Nourish
temples, synagogues
Scotland in their work on the
forthcoming Good Food Nation
and churches as places
Bill consultation, and set up a
where food helps to build
lively WhatsApp group for the
community.
sharing of surplus food and other
resources.
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The Interfaith Food Justice
Network aims to provide
opportunities for faith based
groups and others who share a
concern for food justice, in
order to:
Build personal connections
between people and groups from
diverse backgrounds working in
the area of food justice (through
regular meetings, currently
hosted bi-annually).
Support one another’s work
by sharing information,
resources and good practice, and
facilitating peer support.
Use our collective voice to
push for a just food system - by
engaging with those experiencing
food poverty and providing input
at a strategic level, both locally
and nationally.
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Interfaith Food Justice Declaration Launch
The Interfaith Food Justice
City Councillors, religious
Declaration was collaboratively
leaders and representatives
produced and endorsed in
from across Glasgow’s
March 2016 by local
diverse faith
activists, workers
communities,
and volunteers
Very informative, and importantly,
from a broad range
by individuals
lots
of
future
of faith and belief
and groups
backgrounds. During contacts made.
involved in
Interfaith Week 2016,
tackling food
the Declaration was launched
poverty and campaigning
at the new Central Gurdwara on
for food justice. In the
Berkeley Street.
words of the Declaration
they “pledge to support each
Around 100 people attended
other in this work as partners
including Angela Constance
from diverse faith and belief
backgrounds, in a respectful
spirit of mutual appreciation,
co-operation and co-existence,
Though from different
working together side by side for
traditions, we share
effective change.”

beliefs that move us to
action when people in our
communities go hungry.

To read and sign the Declaration
visit www.bit.do/foodjustice.

MSP, Cabinet Secretary for
Communities, Social Security
and Equalities, who spoke of her
commitment to tackling this
issue and offered her thanks and
support to those doing the work
at local level. The Declaration
was signed by Angela Constance
MSP, Martin Johnstone, Chair
of the Independent Short Life
Working Group on Food Poverty,
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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SCOTTISH INTERFAITH WEEK

A very special Scottish
Interfaith Week
This was a special Interfaith Week for us, as Interfaith
Glasgow was officially launched as an independent
charity at Glasgow City Chambers.
We also worked with The
Transformation Team to launch
the Interfaith Food Justice
Declaration at Glasgow Central
Gurdwara with support from
Angela Constance, MSP; hosted
a special Scriptural Reasoning
dialogue event on the Interfaith
Week theme of Religion and
the Media; delivered another
fantastic Interfaith Family Fun
Day, and held a Sharing Stories

event for Glasgow Life staff. In
the midst of all that, Lynnda
Wardle and Mohammed Omar
found time to nip down to the
Houses of Parliament to deliver
a presentation about the work of
Interfaith Glasgow and the role
of Weekend Club at an All Party
Parliamentary Inter-Faith Group
event showcasing local interfaith
initiatives.

Launch of Interfaith Glasgow
120 guests from various faith communities, partners, charities, statutory agencies,
funders and friends of Interfaith Glasgow attended our flagship launch event.
It was a wonderful opportunity
to reflect on the history of
interfaith work in the city over
the years, as well as celebrate
the ‘coming of age’ of Glasgow’s
own interfaith organisation.
Our Board of Trustees played a
crucial role in helping select and
15

invite guests from their own faith
communities for the launch, and
there was time for networking
both before and after the event.
Thank you for attending!
As part of the event we asked
people to sign an Interfaith
Declaration setting out

broad principles of interfaith
cooperation and engagement
for Glasgow. So far over 100
signatories, many representing
their faith communities, have
signed. http://bit.do/supportinterfaith-glasgow
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Misrepresented and
Misunderstood? Religion and
Belief in the Media
Scottish Jewish Archives Centre, November 2016
As part of Scottish Interfaith Week people of any faith
or belief background were invited to come together
to explore media depictions of Atheism, Islam and
Judaism and, in doing so, grow in their understanding
of each other and of the impact the media can have on
community relations.
are problematic. Our
This event followed the
able speakers Fiona
basic format of a popular
A refreshing Brodie (Jewish), Sohaib
method of interfaith
approach.
Saeed (Muslim) and
dialogue known as
Scriptural Reasoning,
Chris Devenport
where equal time
(Atheist) selected the articles
and met together prior to the
is spent exploring
event to discuss any issues that
scriptural texts from
might arise. Their presentations
different traditions
on a common theme.
were followed by small group
discussions that were both lively
In the place of
and respectful.
scripture, however,
were extracts from
media articles
which portrayed
Welcoming and
Islam, Judaism and
extremely useful.
Atheism in ways that
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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SCOTTISH INTERFAITH WEEK

Interfaith Family Fun Day
As always, the biggest of our Interfaith Week events! A
record 237 participants, including 27 volunteers and 50
asylum seekers came along to Hillhead Primary School
to enjoy an afternoon of fun and creativity with delicious
free food and performances – all in celebration of the
wonderfully diverse city of Glasgow!
There were also additional
We had a selection of ‘Faith Table
activities, like Chinese origami,
Workshops’ hosted by volunteers
from different faith
chess and face
painting, henna and
traditions. We were
In troubling
delighted with the
a ‘Try-it-on’ stand
times, this
where you could try
level of engagement,
as each table attracted afternoon made on a Muslim headscarf
30-40 people who all
or a Sikh turban. A
me
feel
hope
real highlight was the
seemed to relish the
for the world.
dancing provided by
opportunity to make
a Syrian dance troupe
or do something
Thank you!
associated with a
and other dancers from
the Maryhill Integration Network.
particular religious tradition
Hope to see you next time!
whilst learning more about its
significance.
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Scottish Interfaith
Week in Glasgow
Our Interfaith Week Champions
award this year (not a real
award, yet!) goes to the BBC,
who took this year’s theme
of “Religion and the Media”
and gave it a wonderfully
positive focus. The BBC invited
members of Glasgow’s Faith
Communities to a first of its
kind “Meet the Producers” event.
Other media groups take note!
This high energy “speed meet”
was a fantastic opportunity
for community members and
interfaith professionals to find
out how to get stories heard, how
the BBC works and share ideas
and contact details.
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

Other events ranged from
a “Religion and the Media”
conference for Further Education
Chaplains by Action of Churches
Together in Scotland (ACTS,)
to an open day at the Hindu
Temple of Scotland inviting the
public to attend a Hindu festival
celebrating Lord Shiva Linga.
Strong, widespread co-operation
was highly evident, as St Mary’s
Episcopal Cathedral worked with
their friends at Andalus (Muslim
community centre) to host an
open interfaith conversation
asking “Could Fasting Change
the World?”; the Glasgow
Peace Federation teamed up

Scottish Interfaith Week
was embraced by a range
of groups across the
city, ensuring Scottish
Interfaith Week in
Glasgow was vibrant
and diverse.
with outdoor training charity
Backbone to hold a “Bridge of
Peace” event at Partick Burgh
Hall, and Interfaith Scotland
hosted a dialogue between
some of their members and The
Scottish Humanist Society in
the Interfaith Dialogue Centre in
Springburn.
Scottish Interfaith Week 2017
(Nov 12th-19th) will be on the
theme of “Creativity and the
Arts.” For ideas on how to get
involved visit
www.interfaithscotland.org
18

Interfaith Glasgow would like to say a big thank you to all our funders:

We would also like to thank the following groups who have helped to fund our weekend club

Endrick Trust
Goldberg Family Trust
Church of Scotland

Wellington Church
Fossoway and Cleish Men’s Group

Interfaith Glasgow
Flemington House
(2nd Floor)
110 Flemington Street
Glasgow
G21 4BF
Tel: 0141 558 0778

www.interfaithglasgow.org
find us on:
Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation, Charity Number: SC046525
Flourish is designed and produced by Contribute, www.wecontribute.co.uk.

